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ANOSOV DIFFEOMORPHISMS

AND EXPANDING IMMERSIONS. I

BY

LOWELL JONES

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to develop a theory for representing Anosov

diffeomorphisms by expanding immersions on compact branched manifolds. This

theory was motivated by R. F. Williams' study of expanding attractors [15, 17].

0. Introduction. Recall that a hyperbolic attractor for a diffeomorphism g: M -> M

on a smooth compact manifold M is a compact subset A of M — 8M satisfying

0.1. (a) g: A -» A is a homeomorphism;

(b) the tangent bundle of M splits over A, T{M)\ a = £„ © £s as the Whitney sum

of continuous subbundles each of which is left invariant by dg (the differential of g);

(c) for some Riemannian metric | | onM, \dg(v)\ > \v\ for each nonzero i)£|u

and \dg(w)\ < \w\ for each nonzero w e £s;

(d) there is a compact neighborhood U for A in M so that g(U) c U and

U~_,g"(t/) = A.
The diffeomorphism g: M -» M is Anosov if A = M.

The attractor A is an expanding attractor if g: A -> A has no wandering points

and the dimension of the fiber in £u equals the topological dimension of A.

In his fundamental papers [15, 17] R. F. Williams reduced the study of expanding

attractors to studying expanding immersions on branched manifolds with no

boundary. Williams showed that every expanding attractor is obtained by a simple

construction from an expanding immersion of a compact branched manifold; and

conversely every expanding immersion on a compact branched manifold which

satisfies three properties (see 1.5) yields an expanding attractor.

It is the purpose of this paper to develop a theory (similar to Williams') for

representing Anosov diffeomorphisms by expanding immersions on compact

branched manifolds (without boundary) which are equipped with some additional

structure called a Local Collapsing Structure (L.C.S.). An L.C.S. for an expanding

immersion f:K->K consists of a finite collection of local charts for K with respect

to which/satisfies three properties (see 1.2). There is a construction which associates

to any Anosov diffeomorphism g: M -* M an expanding immersion /: K -* K

equipped with an L.C.S. (see 1.6).

In §2 a construction is introduced, similar to Williams' solenoid construction [17],

which associates to any expanding immersion f-.K^K equipped with an L.C.S. a

homeomorphism F'\ 2'(/) -* 2'(/)- It is conjectured that F'\ 2'(/) -* 2'(/) is
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116 LOWELL JONES

always an Anosov diffeomorphism (see 2.5 below). The truth of this conjecture would

open a new approach to constructing exotic Anosov diffeomorphisms. This conjec-

ture will be verified for K of dimension 1 in a later paper [9]. If /: K -» K is obtained

from an Anosov diffeomorphism g: M -» M as in 1.6 below, then F': 2'(/) -» 2'(/)

is equal to g: M -* M (see 2.4).

One recent development in Williams' program studying expanding attractors has

been the discovery by F. T. Farrell and L. Jones [3, 4] that this class of attractors is

much richer than had been expected. What had been expected was that the existence

of an expanding immersion /: K —> K on a branched manifold would place very

strong restrictions on K, f and so (via Williams' theory) lead to strong restrictions on

expanding attractors. This expectation arose from the study of smooth expanding

immersions g: N -» N on compact smooth manifolds N: it was known that the

universal cover of N is Euclidean space (due to M. Shub [11]); w,(.<V) has polynomial

growth (due to J. Franks [5]); and the topological conjugacy class of g: N -* N is

determined by the algebraic conjugacy class of Wj(g): ir^N) -* ir^N) (due to M.

Shub [11]). More recently it has been shown that N is an infranil manifold (due to

M. Gromov [6]). It was thought that similar theorems could be proven for expanding

immersions on branched manifolds. Farrell and Jones showed that this could not be

done by developing a general technique for constructing expanding immersions on

branched manifolds which satisfy Williams' three properties. Their constructions

yield expanding immersions on branched manifolds of almost any desired tangential

homotopy type (e.g. simply connected with nonvanishing Pontrjagin classes).

It is the author's belief that the existence of an L.C.S. for an expanding immersion

/: K -» K on a branched manifold is the simplest additional structure which will

place restrictions on K and / similar to those restrictions on g: N -* N discussed in

the last paragraph. In §4 three such possible restrictions on /, K are discussed (see

4.1-4.3). It is shown how these three topological restrictions would imply corre-

sponding restrictions on Anosov diffeomorphisms (see 4.5-4.9). The reader should

note that the results of §4 do not depend on the truth or falseness of the conjecture

in §2.

In developing the L.C.S. approach to studying Anosov diffeomorphisms, the

author has been lead to a theory for studying all hyperbolic attractors, which

includes both Williams' theory of expanding attractors and the L.C.S. approach to

Anosov diffeomorphisms. This more general theory is developed alongside the

L.C.S. theory in the text below. The standing technical assumption for this more

general theory, as for the L.C.S. theory, is that the stable foliation is C for some

r > 1.

Of the many sources that the author has drawn from while preparing this paper,

he has been especially guided by the work of S. Smale [13], and R. F. Williams [15,

17]. Conversations with D. Pixton and M. Shub have also been helpful.

1. Definition of an L.C.S. It will be useful to first recall some definitions from [17].

A compact C (r > 1) branched k-manifold consists of a compact metrizable space

K together with a finite collection of closed subsets {£/}, {Djj} and mappings {rtf.

Uj -* Xj} satisfying the following conditions.
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1.1. (a) {U°} is a covering of K, U° = interior^.).

(b)\JJDij=U,

(c) Each X¡ is a closed smooth ^-dimensional ball in Rk and m¡. Dtj -» X¡ is a

homeomorphism V(. •.

(d) There is a cocycle of C diffeomorphisms au: ir,(U, n E?) -» ^(L, n t/,) such

that it, = al7 » w¡.

The tangent bundle of AT, T(K), is obtained by glueing all the linear bundles

Uj X tfA -» t/, together along the linear isomorphisms, 1 X dait: (U¡ n U,) X Rk -+
(Ui n I,) X Rk.

A C immersion f: K -» A' is a continuous mapping such that all the compositions

(VA,)-'        /

are C immersions, where defined.

Note, any smooth immersion /: A -> A induces a bundle map df: T(K) —> T(K),

which is nonsingular on each fiber, by the formula df\, ■ = d{,n¡ °f° it'1) where

Y= nK)\u^r\u,).

A C immersion/: K -» K is expanding if there exists a Riemannian metric | | on

T( AT), and numbers a > 0, À > 1, so that \(df)"(v)\ > a\"\v\ holds for any v e r(A")

and any integer « > 0.

We come now to the purpose of this section.

Definition 1.2. The sets {£/}, {£>,.,•} and mappings {77,: £/,-* A)} of 1.1

constitute a /oca/ collapsing structure (L.C.S.) for the expanding immersion/: K —> K

if the following properties are satisfied.

(a) If x, y e/~(c/) and w,(/(x)) = w,(/( v)), then there is a sequence xl5 x2,,..,icy

in K with Xj * x, x, = v, so each pair Xj, xJ+l e l7|0, with ir¡-(xA = my(x+ 1) for

some/'.

(b) There is an integer q > 0 so that for each x e AT, and each integer a < / < 2ö

- 1, there is a t/, so that f'(Kx) c 6^° and ir¡(f'(Kx)) is a single point. Here

A\ = { v e A"|x, y & Uj and w^x) = w,( v) for some/}.

(c)/: K -» A"is onto.

The sets {Í/,}, {Z>,7} and mappings {w,: t/, -» A1,} of 1.1 constitute a H^ea/c Loca/

Collapsing Structure (W. L.C.S.) for the expanding immersion /: K -» A if they

satisfy 1.2(b), (c).

Example 1.3. Let A: N —> JV be an expanding immersion of the Cr compact

connected manifold N (without boundary). Let {Dn} denote a finite collection of

smooth «-dimensional balls in N (n = dim(A)) such that U¡D°y = N. Set Ü¡ = Dn

and select rr-: Ü, -* X¡ to be a diffeomorphism. Then these {U¡}, {D¡¡}, (v¡:

U¡ -» Xi) constitute a W.L.C.S. for h: N -> N. This W.L.C.S. is not an L.C.S.,

because it does not satisfy 1.2(a). To see this choose x, y e N so that x # y but

h(x) = h( v). Then by 1.2(a) there is a sequence Xj, j^,...,*, e A with xx = x,

x, = y, "Tj'(Xj) = itj>(Xj+l) for some /' and all 1 </ < / - 1. Since each it,, is

one-to-one we conclude x = xl = x2= ■ ■ ■ = x¡ = y which contradicts x ¥= y.
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The above example motivated the following proposition, which will be proven at

the end of this section.

Proposition 1.4. A C1-expanding immersion h: N -* N on a C1 compact connected

manifold without boundary never processes an L.C.S.

Example 1.5. Let/: A -» K be an immersion satisfying Williams' three properties

(see [17, 3.0]): (1) /: K -» K is expanding; (2) for each x g K there is a neighbor-

hood A of x and an integer y > 0 such that fJ(N) is a subset of a C1 k-cell in K

(k = dim A"); (3)/: K -» K has no wandering points. Using (2) and a compactness

argument (A" is compact), one concludes that {U¡} and [ir,: U¡ -+ A,-} of 1.1 can be

chosen so that each w,: U¡ -» A, is C1 conjugate to/*: U¡ -* f(U¡) for some positive

integer a. These {L,}, {77,: £/,. -» A,} must then satisfy 1.2(b), (c), and so constitute a

W.L.C.S. for/: A" -» A". 77h'j W.L.C.S'. is new a« L.C.S. because it does not satisfy

1.2(a). To see this choose x, y g A" so that /"(x) # /x( y), but fq+\x) = fq+\y).

Assuming 1.2(a), it follows from Lemma 1.10 that there are x,, x2,... ,x, g A" so that

Xj = x, x, = y, Xj, xj+l G [/., with iTj,(Xj) = 7r/<(x/+1) for all 1 <j < I - 1. Since

*/(*,) = »/(Jty+i) « /«(*,) = /«(*y+i), we have/'(x) = f(Xl) = f\x2) = ... =

f(x/) = f(y) which contradicts the choice of x, y.

The results 1.3,1.4 and 1.5 indicate a basic fact of life: it is easy to find expanding

immersions with a W.L.C.S., but very difficult to find expanding immersions

equipped with an L.C.S. The only method known to the author for constructing

expanding immersions with an L.C.S. is contained in the following.

Proposition 1.6. Let A c M be a hyperbolic attractor for a diffeomorphism g:

M —> M, such that the stable foliation of A is Cr. Then there is a construction which

associates to every Markov partition for g: A —» A a C expanding immersion f:

K -» K equippedwith a W. L.C.S. This W.L.C.S. is actually an L.C.S. if A n Ws(x)

is path connected for each stable leaf Ws(x), x g A.

Remark 1.7. The only known hyperbolic attractors g: A -» A such that A n

JJ^Xx) is path connected for each stable leaf Ws(x), x g A, are topologically

conjugate to Anosov diffeomorphisms on infranil manifolds. So the expanding

immersions with an L.C.S. that can be derived from 1.6 are a very restricted class (at

present). An important problem is to find other methods of obtaining expanding

immersions equipped with an L.C.S.

Proposition 1.6 will be proven in §3. However the idea of the proof is contained in

the following construction of a one-dimensional expanding immersion with L.C.S.

The reader is urged to study this example before reading the proof of 1.6.

Example 1.8. Let g: T2 -» T2 denote a linear Anosov diffeomorphism of the

two-dimensional torus, and denote by {P¡} a Markov partition of g: T2 -> T2

consisting of parallelograms in T2. Let duP¡, 3Ji>, (see Figure 1.9) denote the arcs in

3P, lying in the unstable and stable leaves of g respectively. If P¡ n Pj ¥= 0 let Atj

denote the arcs in P¡ (either 0,1,2 arcs) obtained by continuing the arcs of 3UP,

through P¡ (see Figure 1.9).
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Define a subset Y' c T2 by

(T2 - Y') n(P- 3s/>) =- (P, - 3,1») -(UjA,j);

(T2 - Y') n 3,1» = 3,P,. -{\Jj[\Pj n 3„/>]).

For x, y g T2 — Y' set x ~ y iff x, y are in the same connected arc of Ls D (T2 -

Y') for some stable leaf Ls. Note g(T2 - Y') cz T2 - Y', and g(x) - g(y) if x ~ y

for x, y g T2 — Y' (these follow from the properties of a Markov partition). So an

expanding immersion /: K -* A can be defined by setting A" equal to the quotient

space T2 - Y'/~ , and letting/be the quotient of the map g: T2 - Y' -> T2 - Y'.

To get the (tt,: Ut -+ A,} for #, which will constitute the L.C.S. for/: A" -» A",

choose parallelograms {1^} in T2, one for each /»,, which have much bigger

diameters than the {P¡). Let X¡ denote the unstable factor of V¡ (we assume V¡ is the

cartesian product A¿ X Y¡ where X¡ X y, x X Y¡ are arcs in unstable and stable

leaves). Set U¡ = V¡ — Y'/~ and define w¡ to be the composition

U, x„

where p: T2 — Y' -* K is the quotient map and b¡ the projection.

The remainder of this section will be concerned with proving Proposition 1.4. The

following lemma will be needed for this.

Lemma 1.10. f:K^>K denote an expanding immersion with L.C.S. as in 1.2. If for

some i and q > 0 and x, y G f'q(Ui) we have tt,(/?(x)) = ^¡(fiy)), then there is a

sequence xl5... ,x, in K so each pair Xj, xJ + l G U°, with tTj(Xj) = 7r/-(x/+1)/o/- some

j', and with xx = x,x¡ = y.

Proof of 1.10. Note f~\x), f~\y) e f-\Ut) and -n,(f(fq~\x))) =

^(f(fql(y)))' so by !-2(a), there is a sequence y v y2,.. .,y, in A" with ^ = fq~\x),

y, =fq~Xy) so that each pair ys, ys+1 G Us, with vs,(ys) = <ns.{ys+l) for some s'.

Choose points Zy,...,Zt<=K with fq~1(Zj) = y¡ (see 1.2(c)). Note Zs, ZJ+1 g

f-{q-'KU.) with 7rAfq-1(Zs)) = ^(fq~\Zs + 1));  so (assuming 1.10 for q - 1)
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there is a sequence of points ZslZs2,.. .,ZsMs) in A with Zsl = Zs, ZsMs) = Zs + l

so that each pair ZsjZsj+l g U^sj) with ir^s<J)(ZSJ) = 7^(,y)(Z,i/+1) for some

xp(s, j). The sequence Zu, Z12,..., Z^^, Z21, Z22,..., Z2 M2),..., ZtX, Zt2,...,

Z,•></) wm satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 1.10, provided Zx = x and Zr = y.

Proof of Proposition 1.4. Let/: AT -> AT denote an expanding immersion on a

smooth compact manifold with no boundary. Let {U¡}, [D¡ ■}, {77,: L/ -» A,}

constitute a W.L.C.S. for/: A -> K. It will suffice to show that this W.L.C.S. cannot

satisfy 1.2(a). The main step in the proof of this is to verify the following.

1.11. There is a map it: K -> L and a number y > 0 so that for any z g L the

cardinality of 77_1(z) is less than y. Moreover, for any x, y g K if there is an i so

that x, y G U¡ and 77,(x) = 77,(y), then 7r(x) = 7r(y).

Here is how to complete the proof of 1.4 from 1.11. Choose q large enough so that

f~q(p) has cardinality greater than y of 1.11 for some/7 g K. Choose / so p g U¡.

Then by 1.10 there is for any pair x, y G f'q(p) a sequence xv x2,... ,x¡ G A" so

that xt = x, x, = y, and for all 1 <j < I there is /' with x¡, xj+l g [7-, and

77- -(x) = 77 -(x +1). So by 1.11, and the last two equalities, we have 77(x) = 77(xj) =

• • • = n(x,) = tr(y). Thus f~q(p) C 77"1(t7(x)). But the cardinality of /""(/>) is

greater than y, and that of 77_1(77(x)) is less than y (by 1.11), which is the desired

contradiction.

In the remainder of this proof it will be assumed that

1.12. q = 1 in 1.2(b).

There will be no loss of generality in this assumption for if a > 1, replace /:

K -> K by /*: A -> A. Note that the L.C.S. for /: A -> AT is also an L.C.S. for /":

K^ A" (by 1.10).

It remains to verify 1.11. Denote the compositions

A,%(t/)-A,

by g'kl: Dik -* Z),7. We will need the following property of the g'kl.

1.13. If x g Z>¿ n D°q and g^(x) = g^(x), then there is a neighborhood U of x

in D° n £>/, so that g^(x') = g^(x') for all x' g U.

To verify 1.13 note (by 1.1(d), 1.2(b), 1.12) that for some index r and all x' g U

(U = some e-neighborhood of x) we have:

(&)f(x'),f(g'kl(x')),f(gJp(x')) g U°;

(b)77r(/(x')) = »„(/(gjW*'))) = »r(/(g¿(*0))5

(c) / ° gi/| y. / ° ^,11/ are both one-to-one.

Note that U° is the disjoint union of the Z)r°, D°2,..., because K is a manifold. So

fs[,(V),fgJqp(U) c £>° for somei, because/g^*) = /g^(x). But 77r|Df is one-to-one,

so by (b) above we have

(á)fg'ki\u=fgJqP\u-
Now from (c), (d), and g'kl(x) = gJqp(x), we deduce g'knu = gJqplu, the desired

conclusion of 1.13.

We define multivalued maps G'klm. K -» K as follows:

yGG;/m(x)    iff   x=fm(x'),y=fm(y'),y' = g,k,(x'),
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for some x', y' in A. The following property of the (G'k/m) can be deduced from

1.1(d), 1.2(b), and 1.12,1.13.

1.14. (a) For sufficiently large m, each x g A" has a neighborhood U so that

Gktm\ u = Ug^| u, where the union runs over a subset of {gJqp: U c DJq).

(b) If for some/ q, p and some x G 73^° it is true that gJqp(x) G G'klm(x), then

g^(x') g G'klm(x') for all x' g DJq. Here again this is true only for sufficiently large

m.

Choose an integer n > 0 (by 1.14) so that for any m > n any G'klm satisfies 1.14. It

follows from 1.13,1.14, that if in the above construction of the G'klm (and throughout

the rest of this proof)/is replaced by/", then the following will be true:

1.15. (a) Each G'klm is equal to one of the {G'k-ri}.

(b) Each G'klm satisfies 1.14 for all m > 1.

We also have, by 1.15(a), (b), 1.13 that

(c) Set G = (Uik,Gkn) U lK; i.e. G(x) = (U^G^x)) U x. Then for each q > 0

and each x g AT, there is a neighborhood U of x in A" so that fq°G\u = \J)^ih¡,

where (h¡: 1 < / < nq) is a finite set of smooth embeddings satisfying h¡(U) n

hj(U) = 0 if/' *j.

(d) Note that nq of 1.15(c) must be independent of x g K, and nq > nq+l for all

q>\.

Now the key step in verifying 1.11 is the following:

Claim 1.16. There is an integer/? > 0 so that

fPo G°G°Go  ■•■  °G=f°G,

fc-fold

for all integers k > 0.

To verify 1.16 for k = 2, note GaG°G (because 1*. c G). Sof °G<zfp°G°G

for all p. By 1.2(b), 1.12 and 1.15(a), there is r > 0 so that /'»C'CcG./'. Now

choose q large enough in 1.15(d) so that nq = n q+i for all / > 0. Set/? = q + r. Then

f °G(x) has np values for all x g A" (see 1.15(d)), and np = nq. So to show

f ° G(x) = f ° G ° G(x) for all x it suffices to show the cardinality \f ° G ° G(x)|

< nq (recall /'»C(r)c/'»G»G(x)). Note f°G°G(x)=f>°fr°G°G(x)CL

f'l°G°f(x) and |/* °G(f(x))\ = nq. This completes the verification of 1.16 for

k = 2. The general case follows by noting

fp°G°G°G°  ■ ■ ■ o G = fp ° G' ° G ° G °  ■•■  °G=fp°G°G°  •••  »G.

¿-fold y7>oG (k - 2)-fold (/t - l)-fold

Finally 1.11 is deduced from 1.16 as follows. Define an equivalence ~ on A" by

x~y   iff f(y)(=G°G°  ••■  <>G(f(x))

fc-fold

for some £. Note if for some /', x, y g í/(- and 77,(x) = 77,(y), then x ~ y. Note also,

by 1.16, x ~ y =» fp+1(y) g /p ° G(/(x)); so there is an upper bound, say y > 0, on

the cardinality of any one ~ -equivalence class of points in K. Set L = K/ - , and

let 77: A -» L denote the quotient map. Then 77: K -* L satisfies 1.11.

This completes the proof of 1.4.
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2. The quotient solenoid construction. Recall that the solenoid of a smooth

expanding immersion/: A" -» K (denoted 2(/)) is the inverse limit of the maps

kLkLkL...

(see [17]). Any point in 2(/) is an infinite tuple (a0, ax, a2, a3,...) with a, g K,

/(a,) = a¡_v A continuous map F: 2(/) -» 2(/) is defined by F(a0, av a2,...) =

(f(a0), a0, av a2,...). Fis called the shift map.

Now suppose/: K -» K is equipped with a W.L.C.S. consisting of the charts {w,:

t/-»A(}. Define an equivalence relation ~ on 2(/) by (a0, av a2,...) ~

(o0, bv b2,...) if and only if for each i > 0 there is U¡> c K with a,, b¡ g [/,-, and

77,<(a,) = ir¡'(bj). It follows from 1.2(b) that ~ satisfies the properties of an equiva-

lence relation, and that ~ is preserved by F: 2(/) -» 2(/).

Definition 2.1. The quotient solenoid, for a smooth expanding immersion /:

K -» A" equipped with a W.L.C.S., is denoted by 2'(/) and is defined as the quotient

space 2(/)/~ . The mapping F': 2'(/) -» 2'(/) is defined as the quotient of F:

2(/) -> 2(/); F' is called the s/iz/i m^.

Example 2.2. For/: A^ -> AT as in 1.3 or 1.5 above, the quotient solenoid with shift

map F': 2'(/) -» 2'(/) is equal to the solenoid with shift map F: 2(/) -> 2(/).

Example 2.3. For /: K -» K as in 1.8, the shift map F': 2'(/)-» 2'(/) is

topologically conjugate to the linear Anosov diffeomorphism g: F2 -» T2 of 1.8.

This can be verified directly, or deduced from the following proposition (which will

be proven in §3).

Proposition 2.4. Let A c M denote a hyperbolic attractor for the diffeomorphism

g: M —» M, such that A has a C1 stable foliation. Let f: K —* K denote an expanding

immersion equipped with W.L.C.S. associated to a Markov partition for g: A -» A as

in 1.6. Then the shift map F': 2'(/) -» 2'(/) is topologically conjugate to g: A -* A.

This last proposition, together with 1.6 and 1.7 in §1, has motivated the following.

Conjecture 2.5. If /: K -» A" is an expanding immersion equipped with an

L.C.S., then the shift map on the quotient solenoid F'\ 2'(/) -» 2'(/) is topologi-

cally conjugate to an Anosov diffeomorphism.

In a later paper [9] the above conjecture will be verified when dim(fc) = 1.

The following question arises at this point: what should F':2'(/)-»2'(/) look

like if /: K -* K is equipped merely with a W.L.C.S. which doesn't satisfy 1.2(a). My

guess is the following

Conjecture 2.6. F': 2'(/) -» 2'(/) is always a hyperbolic attractor.

The supporting evidence for 2.6 is Proposition 2.4 and Example 2.2.

The conjectures made above, especially 2.5, are very closely related to the

following conjecture made by S. Smale (see [13, p. 785]).

Attractor Conjecture. Any hyperbolic attractor which has no wandering

points is locally homeomorphic to the product of some Euclidean space with some

Cantor space.
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Note it follows from Propositions 1.6, 2.4 that

2.7. Conjecture 2.5 => Attractor Conjecture

for the class of hyperbolic attractors A with C1 stable foliation such that A n IVs(x)

is path connected for each stable leaf ^"(x), x g A.

In a later paper [9] it will be shown that the Attractor Conjecture very nearly

implies 2.5, provided 2.6 is known to be true.

Historical Note. Smale originally made his conjecture for any hyperboic set

A c M of a diffeomorphism g: M -» M, such that g: A -» A is a transitive

homeomorphism whose periodic points are dense, and A has a neighborhood U in M

so that n„eZg"(f/) = A. One-dimensional counterexamples to this more general

conjecture were given by J. Guckenheimer [7]. Later L. Jones [8] developed a more

general technique for constructing hyperbolic sets with very complicated local

topological types. R. F. Williams and Robinson [10, 17] verified the conjecture for

expanding attractors. To date no counterexamples exist to Smale's original conjec-

ture which are attractors.

3. Attractors as quotient solenoids. In this section Propositions 1.6 and 2.4 will be

proven.

It is useful to review some of the local properties of hyperbolic attractors. For g:

A -» A as in 0.1, there is a local product structure for A (see [2, 3.3]) consisting of

closed subsets {V¡) of A and homeomorphisms {h¡: Vi -» V* X Vf}, satisfying

3.1.(a)U,K° -A.

(b) hj\p X Vf) and hf\Vf X q) are subsets of an unstable leaf and stable leaf,

respectively, of g: A -> A, for any i, p G Vf, q g Vf.

(c) F," is a smooth /c-ball in Rk (k = dimension of unstable leaves).

For notational simplicity any subset S c Vf X V" will be identified with hf{S)

in the remainder of this section.

Every hyperbolic attractor g: A -» A has a Markov partition (see [2, 3.12]). A

Markov partition for g: A -* A consists of a finite set of compact subsets {P¡} of A

satisfying the following properties.

3.2. (a) Diameter/F,) < 10_1fi, where S is the Lebesgue number of the covering

(b) There are subsets Pf c Vf and Pf c Vf? with F, = Pf X Pf for some Vr.

(c) Closure(F,°) = F„ where P° is the interior of F,. Moreover F,° n Pf = 0 if

i #/, andU,F, = A.

(d) If g(q X (Pf)°) np X Pf * 0, then g(q X Pf) o p X Pf for any q g Pf,
p G (F/)°. If g-l((Pf)° Xq)nPJ Xp± 0, then g~\Pf X q) D Pf X p for any

q g Pf, p e (Pf)°. Thus g(X)<z X and g_1(T) C Y, where X = U,F/ X 3F," and

Y = U,-3F/ X Pf, where dPf( ) = Pf - (Pf)° and 3F," = Pf - (Pf)°.
There are the following useful subsets of A - Y.

Sn: x G S„ if and only if x g A - Y and x is contained in exactly n of the

partition sets {F,}.

A - Y'\ for x g Sn let Dy.jF, denote the maximal intersection of partition sets

{P¡} containing x. Let x', Ax, A2,...,A¡ denote the projection to Pf of x and of all
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partition sets F, satisfying Pi n (D']=1P,) * 0. Then x g A - Y' <=> x' g (Pf)° -

(U' = 13^/,), where 3.4. is the topological boundary of Aj in Pf. The sets Sn and

A — Y' satisfy the following by virtue of 3.2(d).

(e) g(A-f)cA- Y'; g(Uys„S, ) c öj^Sjtfn > 0.

Proof of Proposition 1.6. {F(}, Y' c A and 5„ are as in 3.2. An equivalence -

is defined on the points of X - Y' be setting x ~ y if and only if the following

properties hold.

3.3. (a) x, y G Sn for some n.

(b) x, y G ri"=1F,, where P,; P¿2,...,P¡ are « distinct members of the Markov

partition {F,}.

(c) Let x', y' denote the projection to Pf of x, y, and let Av A2,... ,A, denote the

projection to Pf of all partition sets F, such that F, n (n"=1F, ) # 0. Then x' g Ak

<*> y' g ^ for all 1 < k < I.

(à) x, y project to the same point under F,- -» F,".

Define A" as the quotient space A - Y'/— . Define subsets U¡ c K as the quotient

spaces V¡ — Y'/~ . In each U¡ define a finite collection of subsets {.£>,■■} as the

distinct images in U¡ of all q X Vf a V, - Y' under the quotient map ßf. V¡ - Y'

-» [/,. Set A; = F,". There is a unique map 77,: U¡ -* X¡ such that the composite

ß, w.

K-Y'^U^ X,

equals the projection V¡— Y' -* Vf.

It follows directly from 3.2(a), (b), (c) that the sets {L^}, {Du}, and maps (77,:

U¡ -* X¡} defined above give to A" a branched manifold structure as in 1.1(a), (b), (c).

By virtue of the C hypothesis for the stable foliation of g: A -> A, 1.1(d) is also

satisfied.

Note if x, y g A - Y' and x ~ y, then g(x), g(y) e A - Y' and g(x) - g(y)

(see 3.2(d), (e)). Thus the quotient ofg: A - Y' -* A - Y' (under ~) is a

well-defined map/: K -> K, which is a Cr expanding immersion by virtue of 3.1(c)

and the C hypothesis for the stable foliation of g: A -> A.

Note/: A" -» A satisfies 1.2(c) because g: A -> A is a homeomorphism. Property

1.2(b) is satisfied by virtue of 3.1(b), 3.2(a).

It remains to verify 1.2(a) when A n Ws(z) is path connected for each stable leaf

W\z), z e A. Let x, y G A"be as in 1.2(a), and choose representatives x,y g A - Y'

for x, y. Since/(x),/(y) g U¡ with ir¡(f(x)) = 77,(/(y)), it must be that x, y g A n

^'(z) for some stable leaf W\z). Choose a path y: [0,1] -» A n W^s(z) such that

y(0) = x, y(l) = y. Choose a sequence of points t1 < t2 < •••  < t, g [0,1] so that

3.4. (a) tx = 0, t, = 1.

(b) y(^), y(î,+i) g F7,? X a for some i' and some a g Vf, where the distance from

y(tf) and y(?, + 1) to dVf X a is greater than 10_15 (see 3.2(a)).

By 3.2(c), 3.4(a), (b) there are points yx, y2,... ,y¡ in A satisfying

(c) y„ yl + l(EVfXq-Y' for /', q as in (b).

(d) yx =x,y, = y.

Now let x, g K denote the image of y, under A - Y' -^ K. Then from 3.4(c), (d) it

follows that Xj, x2,... ,x, is the desired sequence in 1.2(a).
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This completes the proof of 1.6.

Proof of Proposition 2.4. First a mapping h: A -* 2'(/) will be constructed.

Let {Vf}, {F,}, Y be as in 3.1, 3.2; 77: A - Y' -» K will denote the quotient map

(see proof of 1.6). Given any x G A it follows from 3.2(c), 3.3 that there is a

sequence of pointsy0,yvy2,... ,y¿t... in A - Y' satisfying

3.5. (a) For each / > 0 there is a partition set Py and fly G Pf so that y-,

g-'(x) G Pf, X fl..

(b)7r(g(y.))=77(y,_1).

Define h: A -> 2'(/) by h(x) = (ir(y0), 77(y1), tr(y2),...) forx,{yy} as in 3.5(a),

(b). Note 3.5(b) =>/(77(y,)) = 77(y/_1), so h(x) lies in 2'(/). To see that h(x)

depends only on x, choose another sequence {yj} in A - Y' which satisfies 3.5(a),

(b) for {Pf„xq'j}. Note x g Py, n Pf (3.5(a)), so the diameter (Pf, U Pf) < 2e,

where e is the maximum diameter of any P¡. It has been assumed that 2e is less than

the Lebesgue number of the covering {F,} of A (3.2(a)). So for each/ > 0 there is

VHJ) satisfying

(c)PrUPrczV,U).

Now by 3.5(a), (c) for each/ > 0

»(^).*(^)€£^ü)   and   »«My)(»(^)) ~ **u)("{yj))>

where    U4,U) = ir(V+U)).    It    follows    that    (77(y0), 77(y1), ir(y2),. . .) ~

(""(.VOX "'(>'í)> "■(^2)'- • •)> showing that h(x) is dependent only on x.

The map /j: A -» 2'(/) can be seen to be a homeomorphism satisfying h° g =

F' ° h. The proof is a simple comparison of the definitions of/, F' and h, so is left

to the reader.

This completes the proof of Proposition 2.4.

4. Fundamental groups and characteristic classes. Let f:K->K denote a C1

expanding immersion on a compact branched manifold without boundary, equipped

with an L.C.S.

Question 4.1. It is true that all points x g K are " nonwandering" poins of/:

A" —> K in the following twa/c sense: given any neighborhood U of x, there is rrf.

U¡ -+ X, (as in 1.2) so that <rrir\Tri(<U))nfn(U) * 0 for some integer n > 0?

Question 4.2. Do the real Pontrjagin classes of Tang(A") vanish?

Question 4.3. If a g 7r,(A, x) is generated by/(see 4.4 for definition) is it true

that for no integer / > 0 does 77,(//)(a) = 0 in t71(A", /'(*))?

Definition 4.4. For any x g K, a g 77^ A", x), the map /: K -» K is said to

generate a if there is a U/cz K (of 1.1) and a parametrized path h: [0,1] -» un-

satisfying

(a) 77, ° h: [0,1] -» X¡ is an embedding.

(b) For some m' > 0, fm'°h(0) = fm'°h(l) = x, and a is represented by the

closed path/m'o h: [0,1] -» AT.

Remark. If the L.C.S. hypothesis of 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 is replaced by W.L.C.S., then the

answer to 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 is no. Farrell and Jones [3, 4] have constructed expanding

immersions /:  K -> K satisfying Williams' three properties [17,  3.0], such that
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77j(A") = 0 and the real Pontrjagin classes of Tang(A") do not vanish. These /:

K -» A" can be equipped with a W.L.C.S. (see 1.5 above), showing the answer to 4.2,

4.3 is no (for the W.L.C.S. hypothesis). Any immersion/: K -> K satisfying the first

two of Williams' properties, but having wandering points, can be equipped with a

W.L.C.S. (as in 1.5), showing the answer to 4.1 is no (for W.L.C.S. hypothesis).

The importance of questions 4.1-4.3 is seen in the following results. Let g:

M -* M denote an Anosov diffeomorphism, with Tang(M) = |5 © £„ as in 0.1. Let

p: M -* M denote the universal cover of M, and Ws(p), Wu(q) liftings to M of a

stable and unstable leaf in M.

Proposition 4.5. Suppose the stable foliation of ' g: M -* M is C1, and the answer to

4.1 is yes for allf: K -* K. Then g: M -* M has no wandering points.

Proposition 4.6. Suppose the stable and unstable foliation of g: M -» M are C1,

and the answer to 4.3 is yes for allf: K -* K. Then Ws(p) O Wu(q) contains at most

one point.

Proposition 4.7. Suppose the unstable and stable foliations of g: M -> M are C1,

and the answer to 4.2 is yes for all f: K —> K. Then the real Pontrjagin classes of £„

vanish.

Since there are leaves Ws(p), W"(q) which intersect in M in an infinite number

of points [5, 1.9] we deduce from 4.6 the following

Corollary 4.8. Under the hypothesis of 4.6, mx(M) =t= 0.

Note that 4.7 may be applied to both g: M -* M and g'1: M -* M to give the

following

Corollary 4.9. Under the hypothesis of 4.7 the real Pontrjagin classes o/Tang(M)

vanish.

Remark 4.10. Note that the conclusions of 4.5-4.9 do hold for all known

examples of Anosov diffeomorphisms. In fact if g: M -» M is a hyperbolic infranil

isomorphism, then it has no wandering points; the stable and unstable foliations of

g: M -» M lift to a cartesian product structure M = W\p) X Wu(q); and the

bundle £u is a flat bundle with finite structure group, so its real Pontrjagin classes

must vanish [18].

Proof of Theorem 4.5. Supposing y g 2'(/) is a wandering point for F'\

2'(/) -» 2'(/), a contradiction will be derived. Choose an open neighborhood V

for y so that V n[F'i(V')]= 0 for all j * 0; choose a representative

(y^y^ >'2»---)e 2(/) for y and let V = 77"1(F'), where 77: 2(/) -» 2'(/) is the

quotient map. Then Fis an open neighborhood of (y0, yx, y2,...) satisfying

(a) V n F'{V) = 0 for all integers/' * 0.

It follows from the definitions of V and 77: 2(/) -» 2'(/) that there is an integer

r > 0 and a neighborhood U of yr in A which satisfies

(b) if (a0, a,, a2,...) g 2(/) satisfies ar g irr\ir¡(U)) for some 77,: t/(. -» A„ then

(a0, fl!, a2,...)G F.
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Assuming the answer to 4.1 is yes, we have that for n > 0, and some i, 77, 1(ttj(U))

n/"(í/)# 0. So there is x G i/so that/"(x) g 77,-1(t7,(í/)). Define (y¿, y[, y2,...)

g 2(/) by y'r = x, y'r_j = fj(y'r), 0 <j < r, and for j > 0, y'r+j are any values

satisfying f(y'r+J) = y'r+j-i (see 1.2(c)). Then (y¿, y{, y2,...) g V, because y'r g U,

and F"(y0', y,', y2',...)G F because f{y'r) <= vf\m,{V)) (see (b) above). Thus

F"(V) n V =t 0, contradicting (a) above.

This completes the proof of 4.5.

The following lemma, which is proven at the end of this section, will be needed to

prove 4.6, 4.7. Recall that a zero-dimensional subset A c R" is called tame if there

are arbitrarily small closed neighborhoods of A in R" which are the disjoint union of

closed «-balls (not necessarily differentiable).

Lemma 4.11. Let g: M —> M be an Anosov diffeomorphism which has a C1 unstable

foliation. Given e > 0, and {V¡} as in 3.1, there is an integer b > 0 and a Markov

partition {F,} for gh: M -» M as in 3.2 which satisfies the following properties.

(a) The diameter of each P¡ is less than e.

(b) Set S = r\¡¿0g~'h(\Jj(dPf) X Pf). For each V¡ there is a tame zero-dimensional

closed subset A, c Vf such that V¡n S c Vf X A¡.

Proof of 4.6. It will suffice to prove 4.6 under the added assumption that

dim(Wu(q)) > 3. For if dim(Wu(q)) < 3, let H: T1 -> T1 be any linear Anosov

diffeomorphism on the /-dimensional torus which as expanding leaves of dimension

> 3. Then if the theorem is true for both H X g: T' X M -> T1 X M and H:

T1 -> T1, it must be true for g: M -* M.

Let /: K -* K be the expanding immersion associated to the Markov partition

{F,} of 4.11, as in 1.6; it: M - Y' -» K is the quotient map (see proof of 1.6).

In this proof there will be no loss of generality in assuming that the {F,} of 4.11

are a Markov partition for g: M -» M (i.e. b — 1 in 4.11). Let Y' be as in 3.2(e) and

set S' = C\i>0g''(Y'). Let S be as in 4.11(b). As a direct consequence of the

construction of S, S' we have

4.12. (a) S = S'.

In fact, we have

(b)5cg-'(y')cg-' + 1(T')V;>0.

(c) the maximal distance from a point of g~'(Y') to S is less than e¡, where

hm,-.ace, = 0.

Suppose for some Wfp), Wfq) there is x, y g Ws(p) n Wu(q) with x ¥= y. Choose

embeddings r. [0,1] -> W"(q), s: [0,1] -» W\p) satisfying r(0) = x = s(l), r(l) =

y = s(0), where p(x) = x, p(y) = y. There will be no loss of generality in assuming

that {F,}, Ws{ p), Wu(q), x, y, r, s have been chosen to satisfy the following.

4.13. There is an integer m > 0, and a V■ c M from 3.1, so that

g"'(r[0,\])c Vjn(M- Y'),       g"'(s[0,l]) cz M - Y'.

Define h: [0,1] -> K to be the composition [0,1] -^ M*-* M d M - Y' -^ A. It

follows from 4.13 that image(/î) c Í/. and /j: [0,1]-> U satisfies 4.4(a), (b) for
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m' = 2m. Sof"'°h: [0,1] -> A represents a g tt^K, fm' ° g(0)), which is generated

by/.
The proof of 4.6 will be completed by deriving the contradiction that f'(a) = 0 in

it1{K,fm'+'o g(0)) for some integer / > 0.

Set s'(t) = gm(s(t)), r'(t) = gm(r(t)). The union s' U r' is a closed loop repre-

senting some ß g 77¡(M - Y', s'(0)). For each / > 0, g'(ß) is mapped to/'(«) by 77:

M - Y' -> K. So it will suffice to show g'(ß) = 0 in ir^M - Y', g'(s'(0))) for some

/ > 0. Note the closed loop s' U r' lifts to a closed loop in M; so ß = 0 in

77,(Af, s'(0)). Let G: D2 -» N be a null homotopy for j' U r', Because of the

dimension assumption dim(W"(q)) > 3 and the conditions on A¡ in 4.11(b), G may

be varied slightly in the expanding direction of g: M -» M to obtain a new function

G': D2 -> A satisfying

4.14. (a) image(G') n (Vf X A,) = 0 V/.

(b) C/f302| is homotopic to s' U r' in M - Y'.

In particular image(G') n S = 0 (4.11(b)). So, by a compactness argument, and

4.12(a)-(c), we have image(G') n g~'(T') = 0 for some / > 0. Thus

(image(g'° G')) n Y' = 0, showing that g1 °G[èD^ is null homotopic in M - Y'.

Now, by 4.14(b), g'(ß) = 0 in ir^M - Y'), g'(s'(0))) as desired.

This completes the proof of 4.6.

Proof of Proposition 4.7. We use the same notation as in the proof of 4.6. Let

F,-(|„) g H4'(M, R) denote the Pontrjagin class of £„ of dimension 4/ (/ > 0). It will

suffice to show P,(£„) n a = 0 for any a g H4¡(M, Z). This will be proven first for

all / such that 4/ < dim( A").

Note that 77: M - Y' -> A" pulls Tang(A") back to ÉaU_y/. Since F,(Tang(A")) = 0

(hypothesis of 4.7), we must have

4.15. F(£„.      ,) = 0.

It follows from 4.11(b), 4.12(a) and 4/ < dim(AT), that the inclusion induced map

H4i(M - S', Z) -> H4i(M, Z) is onto. Choose ß g H4,(M - S', Z) mapping to a.

Note by 4.12(b), (c), \im^xH4i(M - g-'(Y'), Z) = H4i(M - S', Z). So ß g

H4i(M - g-m(Y'),Z) for some integer w > 0, and gm(ß)&H4i(M - 7', Z).

Applying 4.15, we have

But

F,(U n « = PMU) n ,5 = /»/( V„) n gm(yS).

So P,(£u) n a = 0 as desired.

In order to drop the hypothesis 4/ < dim(A"), replace g: M —> M by g X A:

MX T" -> M X T", where A is a linear Anosov diffeomorphism on a torus. Note

P¡(eu(S X h)) = 0 if Ai > dim(Af); and by the argument of the previous paragraph,

P¡(íu(s X h)) = 0 if Ai < a, where a is the dimension of an unstable leaf of g X h:

M x T" -> M x T". So if h: T" -» F" is selected so that a > dim(M), we have

P*(L(8 x A)) = O.This implies F,(|„(g)) = 0 as desired.

This completes the proof of 4.7.
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Proof of Lemma 4.11. Fix a Riemannian metric ( , ) on M. Distance in each leaf

W\x), W(x) will mean the restriction of ( , > to that leaf. Let Wf{x), Wf(x)

denote the e-ball in Ws(x), Wu(x) centered at x. For sufficiently small e the product

Wc(x) = Wf(x) X Wf(x) is a well-defined neighborhood of x in M and each of

Wf(x), IVf(x) is diffeomorphic to the unit ball in a Euclidean space.

Now the proof of the lemma is broken into the following four steps.

Step 1. Given any integer n > 0 there is a number S, with 1 > Ô > 0, which

depends only on n and g: M -* M, so that for any sufficiently small e > 0, M can be

covered by a finite set {We(x): x G /} of product balls (/ is a finite subset of M) so

that the following properties hold.

4.16. (a) For any x g M define /c/byjG/» We+S€( y) c Wne(x). For each

y g Ix choose tye[-S,8]. Then the projection to Wfc(x) of all {We+I .E(y):

y g lx} is a finite set of smooth balls in transverse position.

(b) The projection to ^(x) of all {We+l .E(y): y g Ix) is diffeomorphic to the

projection to Wfc(x) of all { We(y): y G Ix}.

(c) There is a number N > 0, depending only on g: M -* M, so that for any

x g M the cardinality of { y: y g I, We(y) n Wt(x) # 0 } is less than N.

The verification of 4.16 is routine, so is left to the reader. The hypothesis that the

unstable foliation of g: M -» M is C1 is needed here.

Step 2. In this step the construction of a Markov partition for g: M -» M is

carried out.

Let {IFE(y): y g /} be a covering of M as in 4.16. For a fixed power gfc: M -» M

of g: M-* M, a carrier for g*(IFE(y)) is any subset CM¿ C / satisfying the

following.

4.17. (a)x g Cv,e,„ -. IFe(x) n g*(IFe(y)) * 0.

(b) g*( We(y)) c U(IFE(x))0, where the union runs over all x g CveJ).

Define 3CV,,E,A c CV,E.„ by

(c) If ¿> > 0, then x g 3Cv e a if and only if x g Cv e „ but the projection of

g'h(Wc(x)) to WfXy) is not contained in (Wf(y))°.

(d) If ¿> < 0, then x g dCy¿tb if and only if x g C ei but the projection of

g"fc( We(x)) to H^e(y) is not contained in (JF/(y))°.

A sequence of coverings for A/, {Wei(y) = y g /}, i = 1,2,3,..., is constructed

as follows. Given an integer b > 0, choose a carrier C„ïié for each gh(Wt(y)) and a

carrier Cv e_h for each g'^IF^y)). Set Wel(y) = Wc(y), and construct the Wei(y),

i > 2, inductively by the formulae

4.18. (a) WeJ(y) = Wf,(y) X W»(y).
(°) w"i+i(y) - Up(g"fc(Weil.(^)))> where p denotes the projection to Wfe(y) and

the union runs over all x in Cy e h.

(c) rVfi+l(y) = \Jp(gh(Wti(x))), where p denotes projection to W2e(y) and the

union runs over all x in Cv c_h.

Now define Weao(y) to be the closure in M of U(>0IFe,(y). Note Wex(y) =

^f.eo(y) x Wfx(y). Let Z, c M denote all points of M which are contained in at

least í distinct We<xj(y),y G /, Note

M = Zj 3 Z2 d ■ • ■  dZ„= 0 ,
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where N comes from 4.16(c). For each 1 < / < N - 1 define a partition {F, ,} of

Zj — Z/ + 1 as follows. For each nonempty intersection C\Jk = lWt:aa{x k) of /-distinct

sets in {Wex(y): y g /} let {Pf} denote the projection to Wf^x^ (here x = jor

u) of all IFEOO(y), y G /, such that Wex(y) n WEOO(xk) ¥= 0 for some 1 < k </.

Let {(3;v} denote the collection of all maximal intersections of sets in {Pf} and in

{wibÁxi) ~ P*}- Now the restriction of {F, y} to

fl KMk)-zJ+i
k = l

is defined as the collection of all Qst X Q" whose interiors lie in Z. - Z,+ 1.

Define a partition {F,} for all of M by

{*,}-  UV/.,}-
7 = 1

The following is proven as in [12].

4.19. For sufficiently large b (as in 4.17, 4.18) the partition {F,} is a Markov

partition for g: M -* M for all sufficiently small e.

Step 3. The purpose of this step is to show that for sufficiently large b in 4.17,

4.18, and sufficiently small e, the following will be true.

4.20. Let W^Xj) =/= 1,2,...,m {m = dim(Af)) be a sequence of distinct sets

{Wr(y): y g /} such that for some x g M we have UylxW^JCy) C Wne(x) (where n

comes from 4.16). Let Vf X Vf c M be one of the local product sets of 3.1, and a

any point in Vf. Then for some t g (1,2,..., m} we will have

q x Vf n[(dWfJx,)) x W&Ax,)] = 0.

Now 4.20 will be verified. Denote by Wf{xk) the projection of We(xk) to Wfr(x).

The {dWf(xk): 1 < k < m) are a collection of m smooth spheres intersecting

transversely in lVfe(x) (see 4.16). Since àim(Wfe(x)) < m we have C\"k = i^Wc'(xk) =

0; moreover it follows from 4.16(a), (b) that D"_ioW^'+/,(<*) = 0 for any

tk g [-0,6], where Wf+l e(xk) is the projection of rVe+,te(xk) onto Wfe{x). It

follows there is / g {1,2,3,...,m} so that the distance from a X Vf to (3IF/(x,)) X

yVf0¡,(x,) is greater than | • Ô ■ e (for sufficiently small e).

Now choose b > 0 in 4.17-4.19 sufficiently large to insure that for any Wf(x)

with x g F and any /? g ^m(x), the distance from p to Wf(x) is less than

10 2 ■ 5 • e. It will then follow from the results of the last paragraph that the

distance in M from q X Vf to (dWfx(x,)) X Wf0e(x,) is greater than £Se.

This completes the verification of 4.20.

Step A. In this step the proof of Lemma 4.11 is completed.

For any open set Vf xVfczM as in 3.1, define an equivalence relation ~ on

points a, p g Vf as follows: q ~ p if and only if for any partition set F either both

a X Vf nPj= 0 and p X Vf n Py= 0, or both q X Vf n P} * 0 and p X V

n Pj ¥= 0. There are only a finite number of such equivalence classes in Vf. For

each a g Vf set A = pr[(q X Vf) n S], where pr: F/ X Vf -* Fr" is the projection

and 5 = D ->0g"yftÍU*3P¿ X P*"]. Note if q ~ p, then Arq = ,4,i/(. So to complete the
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proof of 4.11 it will suffice to show that each A is a tame zero-dimensional subset

of Vf (here we use that the union of a finite number of tame zero-dimensional

subsets is a tame zero-dimensional subset).

Set C = Uxef(dWfoa(x)) X Wf0e(x). Note S c g'ih(C) for all integers i > 0. So

to show that Ar q c Vf is tame and zero-dimensional it will suffice to show that

there are closed neighborhoods B ¡ for each a X Vf n g~'h(C) in q X Vf such

that each Fr is the disjoint union of closed balls of radius less than i~l (here

i = 1,2,3,...). Note it follows from 4.20 there is a closed neighborhood B'rqi for

gih(q X Vf n g~ih(C)) in gih(q X Vf) such that B'rqi is the disjoint union of closed

balls of radius less than 2m"'e (here we must assume that the integer n of 4.16, 4.20

is greater than 10wme). Now set Brqi = g'ib(B'rqi).

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.11.
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